13.
The Congressional Review Act

Introduction

The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) was passed in 1946\(^1\) and established in law the foundation for the modern administrative state. The statute’s chief accomplishments—creating informal rulemaking for writing regulations, providing due process protections for agency formal adjudication, and setting standards for all administrative actions—make it one of the most important congressional enactments of the 20th century. Although it largely ratified the practice of executive branch policymaking that had emerged during the New Deal,\(^2\) cementing this practice in statute was deemed critical. In particular, the express creation of the informal rulemaking process—even though it was constrained by notice and public comment and judicial review—would empower the federal bureaucracy when the formal rulemaking process was abandoned in the late 1970s. Almost all agencies found the formal process too slow and cumbersome to accommodate rapidly expanding congressional concerns around regulation of social, economic, health, welfare, and environmental issues. The universal adoption of informal rulemaking coincided with and fostered even greater proliferation of broad delegations of rulemaking authority to the executive bureaucracy. Regulatory lawmaking became the paramount hallmark of our administrative state.

Over the years, Congress was comfortable with its delegation strategy and reacted to appeals for regulatory reform by focusing on modifying existing processes and their impact on the concerned parties or stakeholders. It did so, for example, by mitigating the paperwork burden of regulations, lessening their impact on small businesses or other units of government, or imposing considerations of cost-benefit or cost efficiency on the regulatory decisionmakers. More specifically, Congress passed legislation including the Paperwork Reduction Act,\(^3\) the Regulatory Flexibility Act,\(^4\) the Unfunded Mandates Act,\(^5\) and amendments to the Regulatory Flexibility Act.\(^6\) But there is a consensus that few of the ostensible goals of these statutes have been achieved, in part because Congress gave the agencies sufficient discretion and loopholes to ensure that the reform statutes did not curb their ability to make their preferred regulatory decisions.\(^7\)

At the same time, Congress has come under attack for repeatedly making open-ended grants of lawmaking powers to departments and agencies without assuming responsibility for overseeing the effects of such grants, and failing to take proper legislative actions where departments and agencies have abused those authorities. Some have also charged that Congress’s inaction has allowed, even encouraged, the executive effectively to usurp Congress’s oversight and control of the rulemaking process.

---

The most prominent structural obstacles to the CRA’s potential use are: the lack of a screening mechanism to identify reported rules that may require special congressional attention; the failure to provide an expedited consideration procedure in the House of Representatives comparable to that provided to the Senate; and that a joint resolution of disapproval of a significant or politically sensitive rule is likely to need a supermajority of both houses to be successful. Moreover, a number of other factors have contributed to the CRA’s limited use. Some maintain that simple agency awareness of the review scheme has had a significant impact on a number of major rules. Others counter that the threat of passing a disapproval resolution, which is subject to presidential veto, is no greater than that of passing an ordinary bill, and that this is particularly so in light of the structural and interpretive impediments to the CRA’s use, which are well known.

The CRA sponsors recognized both the desire to restore congressional political accountability and the need to establish a scheme of collaborative control among the political branches. But the initial enthusiasm and expectations on the Hill waned quickly as doubts emerged over the review scheme’s ability to rein in lawmaking through responsible, effective, and expeditious legislative oversight. Those doubts were later confirmed. From April 1996 through June 2016 over 71,000 rules have been reported to Congress and have become effective, including some 1,415 major rules. During that period a total of 114 resolutions of disapproval concerning 70 rules were introduced, but only one was passed and signed by a president, an event that may have been sui generis because of the unique circumstances accompanying its passage.

Five disapproval resolutions were passed by both houses in the 114th Congress. President Obama vetoed each of them. Although President Trump has signed 13 resolutions into law since taking office, it is too early to determine whether these are merely ‘symbolic’ actions or reflect the beginning of a collaborative interbranch effort to more effectively utilize the CRA, or await a replacement review scheme, after the carryover period ends.

By contrast, in the 10-year period from 1999 through 2008, Congress enacted at least 190 provisions of law that prohibited agencies from using federal funds to develop proposed rules, make a proposed rule final, or implement or enforce a final rule.

Some maintain that simple agency awareness of the review scheme has had a significant impact on a number of major rules. Others counter that the threat of passing a disapproval resolution, which is subject to presidential veto, is no greater than that of passing an ordinary bill, and that this is particularly so in light of the structural and interpretive impediments to the CRA’s use, which are well known.


See the discussion at subsection C(2) infra.

Curtis W. Copeland, Congressionall Influence on Rulemaking and Regulation Through Appropriations Restrictions, (August 5, 2008). Copeland has revisited Congress’s utilization of appropriations limitations as an alternative to disapproval resolutions and has found the practice has continued to date. See his case study, The Presidential-Congressional Power Imbalance in Rulemaking, at Part II infra.


of critical interpretive issues remain to be resolved. These include the questions whether the failure to report a covered rule is subject to court review and sanction, and what rules are covered by the act.

Renewed interest in legislative review of agency rules since the 112th Congress has provided Congress with a clear opportunity to address the perceived flaws in the CRA and redefine its oversight role in the rule development process. The most recent discussion vehicle has been H.R. 26, the “Regulations From the Executive in Need of Scrutiny Act of 2017” (REINS Act). The bill would dramatically alter the rule review process by deeming all major rules reported to Congress as proposals that cannot become effective unless Congress passes a joint resolution of approval within a specified time period. The REINS Act passed the House on January 5, 2017, by a vote of 237-187, and awaits Senate action.16 Although the November 2016 presidential election placed the White House in the hands of Republican President Donald Trump—and Republicans maintain control of both houses of Congress—it is not certain that the president would sign such legislation and cede back to Congress the virtually plenary power presidents have acquired over the administrative rule making process over the last 35 years.17

The sections that follow provide a detailed description of the CRA review scheme, how its sponsors expected it to operate, perceived impediments to its operation, and how it in fact has been utilized (including the very few successful uses of the CRAs carryover period disapproval resolution authority). This chapter also examines proposals for reform, the REINS Act among them. It concludes by examining the need for the political branches to engage in a “collaborative enterprise” to review agency lawmaking, and provides suggestions for priority remedial actions that may be immediately installed by utilizing the internal rulemaking powers of each house to secure an effective review scheme.

A. The Scheme of Review of Agency Rules under the CRA

1. Reporting Requirements

The CRA, codified at 5 U.S.C. §§ 801–808, requires that all agencies promulgating a covered rule must submit a report to each house of Congress and to the comptroller general that contains a copy of the rule, a concise general statement describing the rule (including whether it is deemed to be a major rule), and the proposed effective date of the rule. A covered rule cannot take effect if the report is not submitted.18 Each house must send a copy of the report to the chairman and ranking minority member of each jurisdictional committee.19 In addition, the promulgating agency must submit to the comptroller general: (1) a complete copy of any cost-benefit analysis; (2) a description of the agency’s actions pursuant to the requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act and the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995; and (3) any other relevant information required under any other act or executive order. Such information must also be made “available” to each house.20

2. Rules Covered by the CRA

Adopting the definition found at 5 U.S.C. § 551(4), the CRA defines a “rule” as “the whole or part of an agency statement of general . . . applicability and future effect designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy.”21 The legislative history of Section 551(4) indicates that the term is to be broadly construed: “The definition of rule is not limited to substantive rules, but embraces interpretive, organizational and procedural rules as well.”22 The courts have recognized

16. Similar versions of the REINS Act were passed in the 112th (H.R. 10 (2011)), 113th (H.R. 367 (2013)), and 114th (H.R. 427 (2015)) Congresses but received no Senate action.
21. 5 U.S.C. § 804(3) (2015) excludes from the definition “(A) any rule of particular applicability, including a rule that approves or prescribes for the future rates, wages, prices, services, or allowance therefore, corporate or financial structures, reorganizations, mergers, or acquisitions thereof, or accounting practices or disclosures bearing on any of the foregoing; (B) any rule relating to agency management or personnel; or (C) any rule of agency organization, or practice that does not substantially affect the rights or obligations on non-agency parties.”
the breadth of the term, indicating that it encompasses "virtually every statement an agency may make,"23 including interpretive and substantive rules, guidelines, formal and informal statements, policy proclamations, employee manuals and memoranda of understanding, among other types of actions. Thus a broad range of agency action is potentially subject to congressional review.24

3. The Roles of the Comptroller General and the OIRA Administrator

The comptroller general and the administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) of the Office of Management and Budget have particular responsibilities with respect to a “major rule,” defined as a rule that will likely have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more, increase costs or prices for consumers, industries or state and local governments, or have significant adverse effects on the economy. The determination of whether a rule is major is assigned exclusively to OIRA’s administrator.25 If a rule is deemed major by the administrator, the comptroller general must prepare a report for each jurisdictional committee within 15 calendar days of the submission of the agency report required by Section 801(a)(1) or its publication in the Federal Register, whichever is later. The statute requires that the comptroller general’s report "shall include an assessment of the agency’s compliance with the procedural steps required by Section 801(a)(1)(B)."26 The comptroller general has interpreted his duty under this provision relatively narrowly as requiring that he determine whether the prescribed action has been taken. In other words, he must determine whether a required cost-benefit analysis has been provided, and whether the required actions under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995, and any other relevant requirements under any other legislation or executive orders were taken, but he need not examine the substantive adequacy of the actions.

4. Effective Dates of Major and Non-Major Rules27

The designation of a rule as major also impacts its effective date. A major rule may become effective on the latest of the following: (1) 60 calendar days after Congress receives the report submitted pursuant to Section 801(a)(1)28 or after the rule is published in the Federal Register; (2) if Congress passes a joint resolution of disapproval and the president vetoes it, the earlier of when one house votes and fails to override the veto, or 30 calendar days after Congress receives the veto message; or (3) the date the rule would otherwise have taken effect (unless a joint resolution is enacted).29 Thus the earliest a major rule can become effective is 60 calendar days after the later of the submission of the report required by Section 801(a)(1) or its publication in the Federal Register, unless some other provision of the law provides an

27. The CRA is a complex statute, and among its chief complexities is its use of at least four different ways to measure the passage of time to effectuate the different purpose of the review scheme: calendar days; days of continuous session, which excludes all days when either the House of representatives or the Senate has adjourned for more than three days; session days, which include only calendar days in which a chamber is in session; and legislative days, which end each time a chamber adjourns and begin each time it convenes after an adjournment. It is important to be aware that different measures may be applicable to the various stages—effective dates, initiation and action periods, and the carryover period—of the review process. See Curtis W. Copeland and Richard S. Beth, Cong. Research Serv., RL34633, Congressional Review Act: Disapproval of Rules in a Subsequent Session of Congress (August 25, 2008).
28. The general counsel of the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has ruled that the 60-day period does not begin to run until both houses of Congress receive the required report. See Anthony H. Gamboa, U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., B-289880 (2002) (opinion letter to Hon. Edward M. Kennedy, Chairman, Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions from Anthony H. Gamboa, General Counsel). The situation involved a Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) major rule published in the Federal Register on January 18, 2002 with an announced effective date of March 29, 2002. The House of Representatives, however, did not receive the rule until February 14, 2002. HHS thereafter delayed the effective date of the rule until April 15, 2002, in an attempt to comply with the CRA. But the Senate did not receive the rule until March 15, 2002. The General Counsel determined that the rule could not become effective until May 14, 2002, 60 days following the Senate’s receipt, relying on the language of § 801(a)(1)(A) of the act requiring that a copy of a covered rule must be submitted “to each House of Congress” in order to become effective.
exception for an earlier date. Three possibilities exist. Under Section 808(2) an agency may determine that a rule should become effective notwithstanding Section 801(a)(3) where it finds “good cause that notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest.” Second, the president may determine that a rule should take effect earlier because of an imminent threat to health or safety or other emergency; to insure the enforcement of the criminal laws; for national security purposes; or to implement an international trade agreement. Finally, a third route is available under Section 801(a)(5), which provides that “the effective date of a rule shall not be delayed by operation of this chapter beyond the date on which either house of Congress votes to reject a joint resolution of disapproval under Section 802.”

All other rules take effect “as otherwise allowed by law” after having been submitted to Congress under Section 801(a)(4). Under the APA, a final rule may go into effect 30 days after it is published in the Federal Register in final form. An agency, in its discretion, may delay the effectiveness of a rule for a longer period; or it may put it into effect immediately if good cause is shown.

5. Rules That Have Become Effective and the Carryover Period

All covered rules are subject to disapproval even if they have gone into effect. Congress has reserved to itself a review period of at least 60 days. Moreover, if a rule is reported within 60 session days of adjournment of the Senate or 60 legislative days of adjournment of the House, the period during which Congress may consider and pass a joint resolution of disapproval is extended to the next session of the Congress. Such held over rules are treated as if they were published on the 15th session day of the Senate and the 15th legislative day of the House in the succeeding session and as though a report under § 801(a)(1) was submitted on that date. But a held over rule takes effect as otherwise provided. The opportunity for Congress to consider and disapprove is simply extended so that it has a full 60 session or legislative days to act in any session. Congressional Research Service (CRS) studies have shown that in every session but two since 1996, the House starting point has determined the relevant date for CRA carryovers to the next session of Congress. The median starting point for all sessions has been June 25. However, the median starting point for second sessions (i.e., election years) is considerably shorter: June 7. The explanation, of course, is that both houses often adjourn early or recess early just prior to and/or after elections. The congressional calendar for 2016 indicated that the critical carryover date was again determined by the House, this time as June 15.

6. Effect of a Congressional Disapproval of a Rule

If a joint resolution of disapproval is enacted into law, the rule is deemed not to have had any effect at any time. A rule that does not take effect, or is not continued because of passage of a disapproval resolution, may not be reissued in substantially the same form. Indeed, before any reissued or new rule that is “substantially the same” as a disapproved rule can be issued it must be specifically authorized by a law enacted subsequent to the disapproval of the original rule.

30. Reviewing courts have generally applied the APA’s good cause exemption, from which this language is obviously taken, narrowly in order to prevent agencies from using it as an escape clause from notice and comment requirements. See, e.g., Action on Smoking and Health v. CAS, 713 F.2d 795, 800 (D.C. Cir. 1987). However, since Section 805 precludes judicial review for any “determination, finding, action or omission under this chapter,” there could be no court condemnation of a good cause determination. But the rule would still be subject to congressional vacation and retroactive nullification.

31. In Leisegang v. Sec’y of Veterans Affairs, 312 F.3d 1368, 1373-1376 (D.C. Cir. 2002), the appeals court held that Section 801(a)(3) “does not change the date on which [a major rule] becomes effective. It only affects the date when the rule becomes operative. In other words, the CRA merely provides a 60-day waiting period before the agency may enforce the major rule so that Congress has the opportunity to review the regulation.” At issue in the case was the date from which certain veterans benefits would be calculated. The rule statute provided that it would be the date of the issuance of the rule. The government argued that the CRA was a superseding statute and that the effective date was when the CRA allowed it to be operative. The appeals court agreed with the veterans that the date of issuance, as prescribed by the law, was determinative.

32. See CRS, supra note 30, at 170 (describing the “crisis” in the 1996 congressional calendar).
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However, if a rule is subject to any statutory, regulatory, or judicial deadline for its promulgation and is not allowed to take effect, or is terminated by the passage of a joint resolution, any deadline is extended for one year after the date of enactment of the joint resolution. Thus, disapproval of a mandated rule allows an agency to "try again," guided presumably by the disapproval debate. 40

7. Senate and House Procedures for Consideration of Disapproval Resolutions

Section 802(a) spells out the process for an up or down vote on a joint resolution of disapproval. 41 Such a resolution must be introduced within 60 calendar days (excluding days either house of Congress is adjourned for more than three days during a session of Congress) after the agency reports the rule to the Congress in compliance with Section 801(a)(1). Timely introduction of a disapproval resolution allows each house 60 session or legislative days to consider it through use of expedited consideration procedures. If the resolution passes, it allows retroactive nullification of an effective rule and limits the agency from promulgating a "substantially similar" rule without subsequent congressional authorization to do so by law.

The CRA provides an expedited consideration procedure for the Senate. If the committee to which a joint resolution is referred has not reported it out within 20 calendar days after referral, it may be discharged from further consideration by a written petition of 30 members of the Senate, at which point the measure is placed on the calendar. After committee report or discharge it is in order at any time for a motion to proceed to consideration. All points of order against the joint resolution (and against consideration of the measure) are waived, and the motion is not subject to debate, amendment, postponement, or to a motion to proceed to other business. If the motion to consider is agreed to, it remains as unfinished business of the Senate until disposed of. 42 Debate on the floor is limited to 10 hours. Amendments to the resolution and motions to postpone or to proceed to other business are not in order. 43 At the conclusion of debate an up or down vote on the joint resolution is to be taken.

There is no special procedure for expedited consideration and processing of joint resolutions in the House. But if one house passes a joint resolution before the other house acts, the measure of the other house is not referred to a committee. The procedure of the house receiving a joint resolution "shall be the same as if no joint resolution had been received from the other House, but . . . the vote on final passage shall be on the joint resolution of the other House." 44

8. Judicial Review of Actions Taken under the CRA

Section 805 precludes judicial review of any "determination, finding, action or omission under this chapter." 45 This would insulate from court review, for example, a determination by the OIRA administrator that a rule is major or not, a presidential determination that a rule should become effective immediately, an agency determination that "good cause" requires a rule to go into effect at once, or a question as to the adequacy of a comptroller general's assessment of an agency's report. The legislative history of this provision indicates that it was not meant to preclude a court challenge to the failure

41. For an in-depth discussion of procedural issues that may arise during House and Senate consideration of disapproval resolutions, see Richard S. Beth, Cong. Research Serv, RL31160, Disapproval of Regulations by Congress: Procedure Under the Congressional Review Act (2001).
44. 5 U.S.C. § 802(d)(3) (2015). There is some question whether a motion to proceed is non-debatable because of the absence of language so stating. Arguably, the non-debatability of the motion is integral both to the scheme of the expedited procedure provisions as well as to the overall efficacy of the CRA's statutory scheme and thus may be implied. Alternatively, debate on such a motion may be limited by Section 803(d)(2) which limits debate on joint resolutions, as well as "all debatable motions," to 10 hours. Ultimately, a resolution of this question would be made by the Senate parliamentarian, or the Senate itself. However, at the commencement of the debate on S.J.Res. 6, to disapprove the ergonomics rule, the presiding officer declared that "The motion to proceed is not debatable. The question is on agreeing to the motion." The motion was agreed to. 147 Cong. Rec. S 1831 (daily ed. March 6, 2001). At least one other precedent exists in which it was ruled that a motion to proceed to a budget resolution under the Budget Act was non-debatable despite the silence of the act on the matter. See 127 Cong. Rec. S 4871 (May 12, 1981).
of an agency to report a rule. However, a majority of district and appellate court rulings have held that the preclusion provision applies to and prevents such challenges.

Finally, the law provides a rule of construction that a reviewing court shall not draw any inference from a congressional failure to enact a joint resolution of disapproval with respect to such rule or a related statute.

**B. Utilization of the Review Mechanism Since 1996**

**1. Summary of Rules Reported, Resolutions Introduced, and Actions Taken**

As of June 2016, the comptroller general had submitted reports pursuant to Section 801(a)(2)(A) to Congress on some 1,450 major rules. In addition, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) had cataloged the submission of over 70,000 non-major rules as required by Section 801(a)(1)(A). To that date, 114 joint resolutions of disapproval have been introduced relating to 70 rules. Until the beginning of the 115th Congress only one rule, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (“OSHA”) ergonomics standard, was disapproved (in March 2001), an action that some believe to be unique to the circumstances of its passage. Since that action no disapproval resolutions were passed by both houses and sent to the president until the 114th Congress, when five such disapprovals were voted by both houses despite presidential veto warnings. The president in fact vetoed each of them. As of the end of March 2017, the 115th Congress has approved and the president has signed into law 13 disapproval resolutions. The deadline for carryover rule disapprovals is May 9, 2017. There are potentially over 150 rules subject to the CRA’s carryover veto authority.

Finally, it is significant to note that a CRS study has found that during the period 1998 through 2008 at least 190 proposed or effective rules were stayed by the limitations on appropriations in annual funding measures enacted during those years.

**2. The Ergonomics Rule Rescission**

OSHA’s ergonomics standard had been controversial since the publication of its initial proposal for rulemaking in 1992 during the Bush administration. OSHA circulated a draft proposal in 1994 which was met with strong opposition from business interests. An umbrella organization, the National Coalition on Ergonomics, formed to oppose its adoption. In 1995 OSHA circulated a modified draft proposal, particularly with respect to coverage and regulatory requirements. At the same time, congressional opposition resulted in appropriations riders that prohibited OSHA from promulgating proposed

---

49. See U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off. supra note 11 for updated reporting statistics. Between 1999 and 2009 GAO cataloged over 1000 rules, an average of over 100 per year, that had been published in the Federal Register that were neither reported to it nor to both houses of Congress as required. In 2010 GAO took direct action that reduced the number of unreported rules to four. Covered rules that are not required to be published in the Federal Register are rarely reported.
50. The five were: S. J. Res. 8 (NLRB Union Election rules); S. J. Res. 22 (EPA Clean Water rules); S. J. Res. 23 (EPA Greenhouse Gas rules); S. J. Res. 24 (EPA Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines); and H.J. Res. 88 (Department of Labor Fiduciary rules).
51. The thirteen resolutions that have been signed into law are: H.R.J. Res. 37, a Defense Department / General Services Administration Federal Acquisition Rule (Pub. L. No. 115-11); H.R.J. Res. 38, disapproving an Interior Department rule known as the Stream Protection Rule (Pub. L. No. 115-5); H.R.J. Res. 41, a Securities and Exchange Commission rule relating to “Disclosure of Payments by Resource Extraction Issuers” (Pub. L. No. 115-4); H.R.J. Res. 40, relating to the implementation by the Social Security Administration of the NCIS Improvements Amendments Act of 2007 (Pub. L. No. 115-8); H.R.J. Res. 44, a Bureau of Land Management rule dealing with research management (Pub. L. No. 115-12); H.R.J. Res. 57, an Education Department rule regarding the Elementary and Secondary School Act of 1965, as amended (Pub. L. No. 115-13); H.R.J. Res. 58, dealing with an Education Department rule respecting teacher preparation issues (Pub. L. No. 115-14); H.J. Res. 42, a labor department rule relating to drug testing (Pub. L. No. 115-17); H.R.J. Res. 69, an Interior Department rule relating to “non-subsistence take of wildlife and public participation and closure procedures on national wildlife refuges” (Pub. L. No. 115-20); H.R.J. Res. 82, disapproving a labor department rule relating to “clarification of employees continuing obligation to make and maintain an accurate record of each recordable injury and illness” (Pub. L. No. 115-21); S. J. Res. 34, a Federal Communications Commission rule relating to “protecting the privacy of customers of broadcast and other telecommunications services” (Pub. L. No. 115-22); H.R.J. Res. 43, a Health and Human Services Department Rule relating to compliance with Title X requirements in select sub-recipients (Pub. L. No. 115-23); H.R.J. Res. 67, a Labor Department rule relating to savings arrangements established by qualified state subdivisions for non-government employees (Pub. L. No. 115-24).
52. See Copeland, supra note 13.
The riders did not prohibit OSHA from continuing its development work, however, which included questions related to whether scientific knowledge of ergonomics was adequate for rulemaking and whether the cost of implementation of a broad standard would be extraordinarily burdensome to industry. Congress mandated reports from the National Academy of Sciences which found a significant statistical link between workplace exposures and musculoskeletal disorders, but also noted that the exact causative factors and mechanisms were not understood. In 2000, congressional attempts to pass another appropriations rider, as well as stand-alone prohibitory legislation, failed. OSHA issued its final standard on November 14, 2000; it became effective on January 16, 2001.54 Most employer responsibilities under the new standard, however, were not to begin until October 2001.

As soon as the rule was issued, two industry groups filed suit in the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals. They challenged OSHA’s authority to issue the rule, its failure to follow proper procedures, the rationality of its provisions, and the adequacy of its scientific and economics analyses. The intervening 2000 elections also altered the political situation, with one party taking control of the White House and both houses of Congress. Opponents of the standard introduced a resolution of disapproval under the CRA, S.J. Res. 16, on March 1, 2001. A discharge petition was filed on March 5. The Senate debated and passed the resolution the following day, by a vote of 56-44. The resolution was immediately sent to the House and that evening the House Rules Committee issued a rule for floor action the next day. After an hour of debate on March 7, the House passed H.J. Res. 35 by a vote of 223-206. The president signed the nullifying measure into law on March 20, 2001.55

The veto of the ergonomics standards could be seen as the product of an unusual confluence of factors and events: control of both houses of Congress and the presidency by the same party; these political actors’ longstanding opposition, as well as that of broad components of the industry to be regulated, to the ergonomics standards; and the willingness and encouragement of a president seeking to undo a contentious, end-of-term rule from a previous administration. Indeed, it was presumed by some that THE CRA’s future might be limited to presidential transitions that effected similar political realignments.56

But subsequent events made it appear that even an almost exact repeat of the circumstances that fostered the ergonomics rule rescission may be insufficient to impel congressional use of the CRA. In the concluding months of the George W. Bush administration, a concerted public effort was made to finalize rules, many controversial, so that they would become effective before President–elect Obama and a more heavily democratic-controlled Congress took office. The carryover provisions of the CRA offered the opportunity to disapprove of these so-called “midnight rules” in the same manner used to rescind the ergonomics rule. However, only one disapproval resolution was introduced during the carryover period,57 which was never reported out of the House committee to which it was referred. Rather, the president and Congress chose traditional means to overturn certain of the rules. The president asked agencies to commence rulemaking proceedings to repeal some rules, and in at least one instance a midnight rule was overturned by a proviso in an omnibus appropriations bill that the president signed into law.58 One commentator has suggested that as long as traditional executive and legislative vehicles are available to rescind midnight rules, Congress will not take up valuable floor time to deal with individual rules—particularly when Senate consideration can consume as many as ten hours—and the president will not ask them to do it if there are alternative administrative means to pursue. The author concludes that “[e]ven in transition periods, when the CRA is most likely to be effective, an outgoing Administration did not take steps to avoid its effect, and the incoming Administration did not see any benefit in using it.”59

53. In a close floor vote, the rider proposed for FY1997 was deleted.
56. See, e.g., Mysteries of the CRA, supra note 15, at 2167.
58. Mysteries of the CRA, supra note 15, at 2174-76.
59. Id. at 2176.
In that light, the passage of five disapproval resolutions of “hot button,” politically sensitive rulemakings during the 114th Congress in the face of certain vetoes in a presidential election year can be deemed of no more than symbolic significance. Similarly, the successful veto of perhaps a handful of carryover rules in the 115th Congress may also be viewed as purely symbolic. In some 55 legislative days the House has expedited the passage of 15 disapproval resolutions, allowing an hour of floor time for debate on each resolution. On passage, as required by the CRA, the House resolutions have been placed directly on the Senate calendar for action. The Senate has thus far expended 70 hours of floor time on the passage of 13 resolutions. In the 30 remaining legislative days for passage of carryover rule disapprovals it is difficult to imagine Senate leadership spending very much more valuable floor time on similar rules with little public interest, particularly when President Trump has issued directives to agencies to begin APA processes to repeal significant targeted rules. It would be surprising if more than a few more rules are vetoed in the time remaining for such actions.

3. Illustrations of Attempts to Use the CRA to Influence Agency Actions

In all other cases, if there is any discernible pattern to the introduced resolutions, it is to exert pressure on the subject agencies to modify or withdraw the rule, or to elicit support of other members. In some instances such efforts were successful; in others they were not. For example, H.J.Res. 67 (1997) was aimed at disapproving an OSHA rule setting occupational exposure limits on methylene chloride, a paint stripper used in the furniture and airplane industries. Its sponsor, Representative Roger Wicker, contended that the rule would harm small businesses without increasing protections for workers. The disapproval resolution never received a floor vote. But the congressman succeeded in effecting a compromise through the inclusion of provisions in the FY1998 Labor, HHS and Education appropriations measure, which required OSHA to provide on-site assistance for companies to comply with the new rules without fear of penalty. Mr. Wicker is reported to have stated that he used the disapproval resolution as a vehicle to gather support from influential members, including the chairs of the House appropriations and commerce committees.

The disapproval resolution mechanism was effectively utilized to suspend a highly controversial rulemaking by the then-Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). In January 1998, HCFA issued a rule requiring that home health agencies (HHAs) participating in the Medicare program must obtain a surety bond that was the greater of $50,000 or 15 percent of the annual amount paid to the HHA by the Medicare program. In addition, a new HHA entering the Medicare or Medicaid program after January 1, 1998 had to meet a capitalization requirement by showing it actually had available sufficient capital to start and operate the HHA for the first three months. The rule was issued without the usual public participation through notice and comment and was made effective immediately. Substantial opposition to the rule quickly surfaced from both surety and HHA industry representatives. HCFA attempted to remedy the complaints by twice amending the rule, in March and in June, but was unsuccessful in quelling the industry concerns. On June 10, Senator Kit Bond, for himself and 13 other co-sponsors, introduced S.J.Res. 50 to disapprove the June 1 HCFA rule. Within a short period, the disapproval resolution had garnered 52 sponsors. On June 17, a companion bill, H.J. Res. 123, was introduced in the House. Thereafter, according to press reports, members of the staffs of Senators Bond, Baucus, and Grassley (all members of the Senate Finance Committee with jurisdiction over the agency) met with HCFA officials and concluded an agreement that (1) the agency would suspend its June 1, 1998 rule indefinitely; (2) the committee would request a GAO report that would study the issues surrounding the surety bond requirement; (3) on completion and issuance of the GAO report, HCFA would work in consultation with the Congress on the surety bond requirement; and (4) any new rule would not be effective earlier than February 15, 1999, and would be preceded by at least 60 days prior notice. The agreement reportedly was memorialized in a June 26 letter to HCFA signed by Senators Bond, Baucus and Grassley. The GAO report was issued on January 29, 1999, but the rule suspension was never lifted. No floor vote on the disapproval resolutions occurred in either house.

S.J. Res. 60 (1996) offers another illustration of the manner in which the review mechanism has been utilized. This resolution also concerned an HCFA rule, this one dealing with the agency’s annual revision of the rates for reimbursement of Medicare providers (doctors and hospitals), which normally would have been effective on October 1, 1996. HCFA,
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however, submitted the rule to Congress on August 30, 1996, and since it was a major rule, it could not go into effect for 60 days, or until October 29, which meant there would be a significant loss of revenues because the differential rate increases could not be imposed for most of the month of October. Section 801(a)(5), however, provides that if a joint resolution of disapproval is rejected by one house, “the effective date of a rule shall not be delayed by operation of this chapter...” On the morning of September 17, 1996, Senator Lott introduced S.J. Res. 60, and that afternoon, by unanimous consent, the resolution “was deemed not passed.” The HCFA rule went into effect on October 1 as scheduled.

An interesting utilization of the CRA process that had an impact and resulted in an unusual outcome involved President George W. Bush’s restoration, on February 15, 2001, of President Reagan’s so-called Mexico City Policy. The policy limited the use of federal and non-federal monies by non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to directly fund foreign population planning programs that support abortion or abortion-related activities. President Clinton had rescinded the 1984 Reagan policy when he took office in January 1993. A president’s authority to determine the terms and conditions on which such NGOs may engage in foreign population planning programs derives from the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. The provision vests the authority to make these determinations exclusively in the chief executive. President Reagan delegated his authority to make the determinations to the administrator of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), who issued regulations that specified the conditions upon which grants would be given to NGOs. Thus, when the Mexico City Policy was rescinded in 1993, it was the AID administrator that did it, at the direction of President Clinton. When President Bush restored it in 2001, he did it in a directive to the AID administrator who simply revived the old conditions by internal agency administrative action.

A number of Senate opponents of the policy filed a disapproval resolution, S.J. Res. 9, on March 20, 2001. The members sought to nullify the administrator’s action, reasoning that it was a covered rule under the CRA since the implementing action was taken by an executive agency official and not by the president himself, and thus was reviewable by Congress. The president responded by rescinding his earlier directive to the AID administrator and thereafter issuing an executive order under his statutory authority to implement the necessary conditions and limitations on NGO grants. The presidential action mooted the disapproval resolution and rendered a subsequent attempt to veto the rule by S.J. Res. 17 ineffective because the CRA does not reach such actions by the president.

A final interesting example of an attempt to use the CRA as a device to pressure agency conformity with asserted congressional policy designs involved the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), which is administered by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) in the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). SCHIP is a program designed to cover the health care costs of uninsured children in families with income that is modest but too high to qualify for Medicaid. States receive federal matching funds and for years were given flexibility in designing their SCHIP programs, including consistently being granted waivers by CMS to cover uninsured families with incomes exceeding 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL).

In 2007 President Bush vetoed two authorization measures that would have effectively funded that expanded coverage. In August 2007, CMS issued a “clarification” letter to the officials who administer the state programs advising them that five discretionary strategies that had been utilized by states to prevent “crowd out” of private group health plans were now mandatory for states that expanded eligibility coverage above the effective level of 250% of the FPL. States had to amend their schemes by August 2008 “or CMS will pursue corrective action.” In September 2007, CMS rejected a New York state plan that would have raised the family eligibility to up to 400% of the FPL, relying on the August clarification letter.
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CMS refused to acknowledge that the letter was a rule under the APA that either had to be reported to Congress under 
the CRA—as both CRS's and GAO's general counsel concluded it did—or promulgated pursuant to the notice and 
comment requirements of the APA, as asserted in a lawsuit filed by New York and three other states challenging the 
binding validity of the letter. Senator John D. Rockefeller, chairman of the subcommittee with jurisdiction over SCHIP, 
following a House hearing on the CMA action, filed a disapproval resolution with 49 co-sponsors. The resolution was 
ever reported or discharged out of committee. In January 2009, with increased Democratic majorities in both houses, 
Congress passed authorization legislation for expanded funding of SCHIP. The bill contained no express mention of the 
contested eligibility requirements. The president signed it into law on February 4, 2009. That same day, the president 
issued a presidential memorandum directing the secretary of HHS to withdraw the August 2007 letter. On June 30, 2010 
New York State received CMS approval of its state plan amendment which raised family income eligibility up to 400% of 
the FPL retroactive to April 2009.

C. Perceived CRA Structural and Interpretive Impediments

As has been indicated, apart from the flurry of carryover period disapprovals in 2017, in the 20 years since its passage, 
the CRA disapproval process has been used sparingly. Those supporting the wider use of the regulatory disapproval 
mechanism have raised several criticisms and questions concerning the process. These have included a need for a screening 
mechanism for submitted rules; the absence of an expedited procedure in the House of Representatives for consideration 
of disapproval resolutions; the deterrent effect of the need for a supermajority to overcome a veto; the uncertainty about 
which rules the law covers; and the judicial enforceability of its key requirements.

1. Lack of a Screening Mechanism to Pinpoint Rules That Need Congressional Review and the Need for a 
Supermajority; Proposals for Change; the REINS Act

Proponents of an expanded use of the CRA process have called for a screening mechanism that would alert committees to 
rules that may raise important or sensitive substantive issues. In their view, the lack of timely and meaningful substantive 
information prevents busy committees from prioritizing such issues. As discussed above, the comptroller general’s reports 
on major rules are really just check lists for legally required agency tasks, not substantive assessments of whether those 
tasks were done properly or whether the rules accord with congressional intent.

It is rarely the case that jurisdictional committees or interested members lack knowledge of the existence of the most 
sensitive rules. Stakeholders, their lobbyists and public interest groups, among others, fill the notification gap. What critics 
say is absent is in-depth scrutiny and analysis of individual rules by an authoritative and presumably neutral source that 
could provide the basis for triggering meaningful congressional review. Opponents reject this argument and argue that the 
CRA, in its current form, is exactly what Congress intended, and that any lack of action under it does not equate to lack of 
knowledge of major rules.

Three distinct categories of reform proposals dealing with these concerns have abounded since the 105th Congress: 
establishment of an independent substantive screening body; creation of a joint congressional rulemaking review committee; 
and requiring that all agency major rulemaking efforts be deemed proposals that must be approved by passage of a law.

a. Independent Body Screening Proposals

A number of proposals would establish an independent Congressional Office of Regulatory Analysis (COR A) modeled 
after the scheme of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). The CORA would be headed by a director appointed by the
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House speaker and the Senate majority leader for a term of four years, with service in the office limited to no more than three terms. The current review functions of the comptroller general under the CRA and the CBO under the Unfunded Mandates Act of 1995 would be transferred to the proposed CORA. The CORA regulatory analysis function would be primarily confined to reported major rules. Secondary authority would be assigned to committee requests for review of non-major rules; and tertiary priority would be given to individual member requests.

Supporters of the CORA model argue that an independent office of regulatory analysis would serve the congressional need for objective information necessary to evaluate agency regulations. In their view, a CORA would also provide credibility and impetus for wider utilization of the review mechanism. Further, by providing intensive review of certain major rules, it would forestall the possibility of OIRA’s reluctance to provide an objective evaluation of agencies’ regulations, and make the regulatory process more rational and transparent. Those opposing the establishment of an office of this kind contend that creation of a new congressional bureaucracy for review purposes would be unnecessarily duplicative of what the agencies have already done. They raise doubts as to whether a CORA could provide the necessary assessments within the time frames of the CRA, and whether the appointment of a CORA director by the leadership of the House and Senate would make the office political in nature. They also claim it would be extraordinarily expensive.

Congress agreed to a limited test of the CORA concept late in the 106th Congress with the passage of the Truth in Regulating Act of 2000. That legislation established a three-year pilot project for the GAO to report to Congress on economically significant rules. Under this pilot program, whenever an agency published an economically significant proposed or final rule a chairman or ranking minority member of a committee of jurisdiction of either house of Congress could request the comptroller general to review the rule. The comptroller general was to report on each rule within 180 calendar days. The report had to contain an “independent evaluation” by the comptroller general of the agency’s cost-benefit analysis. Only one request was ever made pursuant to the provision. That was submitted in January 2001 by the chairs of the jurisdictional committees of the House and Senate with respect to the Department of Agriculture’s forest planning and roadless area rule. GAO advised the requesters that although the act authorized $5.2 million per year for the program, no monies had been appropriated and it could not proceed with the request. No further action was taken on the request, and Congress never enacted an appropriation, thereby forestalling implementation of the project. It may be noted that the 180-day reporting period did not mesh at all with the time period under the CRA for consideration of rules subject to resolution of disapproval, although completed requests for analyses of proposed rules might coincide with such reviews. In any event, the pilot program established by the act expired in January 2004 and was never revived.

b. Joint Congressional Committee Models

In an apparent attempt to avoid the criticisms of the CORA model and to remedy some of the perceived impediments to the effectiveness of the CRA, proposals have been introduced which would amend the CRA by establishing a joint congressional committee with broad authority to investigate, evaluate and recommend actions with respect to the development of proposed rules, the amendment or repeal of existing rules, and disapproval of final rules submitted for review under the CRA. The responsibilities would have been in addition to the current statutory framework providing for review of new rules that are required to be reported. A version of such a joint committee proposal would permit the joint committee to recommend disapproval of new rules to jurisdictional committees. The joint committee would be capable of holding hearings, requiring the attendance of witnesses, and making rules regarding its organization and procedures. The bills also provided for an expedited consideration procedure in the House. The only part to be played by the joint committee in the rule review process would have been to recommend to jurisdictional committees that certain submitted new rules be subject to disapproval resolutions, thereby according deference to the current roles of jurisdictional committees. Downsides to such a committee include the considerable time necessary for members to consider its recommendations, the cost of developing requisite staff expertise, and the inherent potential for political influence, actual or perceived.
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c. Affirmative Approval Proposals/The REINS Act

A third category of reform proposals would address most of the perceived impediments by requiring agencies to submit all final rules to Congress for affirmative approval by law before they could become effective. The 112th Congress saw the first introduction, and House passage, of perhaps the most ambitious and detailed version of such a review scheme. Under H.R. 10, the Regulations from the Executive in Need of Scrutiny Act of 2011 (REINS Act), all major rules that are reported to Congress would be treated as proposals which, if not approved within a specified period of time, cannot go into effect and cannot be proposed again in the same Congress. The H.R. 10 model has been followed in subsequent congresses.

The REINS Act would supplant the CRA. Rules designated “major” by the OIRA administrator must be reported to each house and the comptroller general and referred both to the appropriate jurisdictional committee and also to the House Judiciary and Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committees. A major rule could become effective only upon enactment of a joint resolution of approval, which must be passed by the end of the 70th session day, or legislative day after Congress receives it. If not enacted within that period, the same rule could not be considered again in the same Congress. The president is authorized to make an emergency determination for certain specified exigent situations that would allow a rule to go into immediate effect, but for no longer than one 90-day period and doing so would not interrupt the statutory review process.

Both houses would have the same fast-track consideration procedure. If an approval resolution has not been acted upon by the referral committees within 15 session or legislative days, it is automatically discharged and placed on the respective house calendars. A vote on final passage must be taken within 15 session or calendar days thereafter. If a motion to proceed is agreed to, the resolution remains the sole business of the body until disposed of. Two hours of debate are allowed and the resolution is not subject to amendment. If one house acts before the other, the resolution passed by the other house will be the one voted on by the receiving house.

The REINS Act would also deal with non-major rules. The procedure and timing for consideration of non-major rules would track the CRA’s current model, which provides expedited fast-track consideration in the Senate, normal bill processing in the House, and placement on the calendar of the house receiving a passed disapproval resolution. However, the REINS Act would eliminate the current provision that a rule similar to a disapproved rule cannot be considered again unless Congress by law authorizes it.

Finally, the H.R. 10 model would have adopted two new provisions respecting judicial review. First, it would make clear that the judicial preclusion provision of Section 805 does not estop a court from determining that a rule that has not been reported is not effective. Second, Section 802(g) of the bill provides that congressional approval of a rule does not shield the rule from normal APA court review for substantive or procedural defects and may not be included in the record before a court reviewing the rule. The REINS Act proposal does not provide for a mechanism for independent screening and evaluation of reported major rules.

The House Judiciary Subcommittee on the Courts, Commercial and Administrative Law held hearings on the REINS Act on January 24 and March 8, 2011, which raised differing and contentious views on the constitutionality and practicality of the proposal. The REINS Act passed the House on December 7, 2011 and was referred to the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee for consideration. It was never acted upon in the Senate. Virtually identical versions of the REINS Act have been passed by the House in the 113th, 114th and 115th Congresses but also have not been acted upon by the Senate. As indicated previously, there is some doubt whether President Trump would sign legislation that would divest him of the virtually plenary powers he has inherited to control the exercise of the broad rule making authorities Congress has delegated to executive agencies over time.

2. Lack of an Expedited Consideration Procedure in the House

Those unsatisfied with the present CRA review process argue that the absence of an expedited consideration procedure in the House of Representatives may well be a factor affecting use of the process in that body. This is because, as a practical matter, it means engaging the House leadership each time a rule is deemed important enough by a committee or group of members to seek speedy access to the floor. In view of the limits both on floor time and the ability to gain the attention of the leadership, it is argued that only the most well situated in the body will be able to gain access within the limited period of review. It is also maintained that a perception that no action will be taken in the House might deter Senate action.

It has been suggested that this asymmetry may be reflective of the fact that the Senate has more procedural hurdles to majority rule than does the House, so the drafters of the CRA may have believed that fast-track procedures were only needed for the Senate. The House parliamentarian speculated in 1997 that the CRA may have left out fast-track procedures for the House because the House Rules Committee can limit debate and expedite bills to the floor at its choosing. One commenter, not inconsistent with the foregoing suggestions, contends that the “CRA is designed to ensure that political minorities are not able to use congressional procedure to hijack policy.” The author argues that while it is well established that the House is a majoritarian institution, the House also recognizes that its committees are susceptible to capture by special interests. A prominent example cited is that if one house passes a disapproval resolution and sends it to the other house, it is placed on the calendar of that house rather than referred to one of its committees, and is the resolution that will be voted on. As a consequence, the author concludes, “[a]t the very least, Congress believes committee capture is real, because it adopted the CRA in part to circumvent committees.”

It is interesting to note, then, that the proposed REINS Act would impose expedited procedures on both House and Senate consideration of approval resolutions, including automatic discharge from the committees of referral after 15 days, but reverts to the CRA model when non-major rules come under review. Since it is virtually certain that the REINS Act proposal has the imprimatur of the current House leadership, it can be speculated that at the heart of the difference is the sense of the leadership that an approval scheme warrants a fast track to ensure that a mere faction cannot bring executive agency rulemaking to a universal halt. But leaving the disapproval process to the vicissitudes of unanimous consent, suspension, special rule, or discharge petition, which may bring it to a grinding halt, is apparently acceptable because the effects are insular and confined within the House.

3. The Uncertainty of the Effect of an Agency’s Failure to Report a Covered Rule to Congress

Section 801(a)(1)(A) of the CRA provides that “[b]efore a rule can take effect,” the federal agency promulgating such rule shall submit to each house of Congress and the comptroller general a report containing the text of the rule, a description of the rule, including whether it is a major rule, and its proposed effective date. The CRA contains no internal institutional mechanism to enforce compliance with its reporting requirement, but its legislative history appears to presume that private parties subject to unreported rules would be able to seek judicial relief from agency enforcement of ineffective rules.

However, Section 805 states that “no determination, finding, action or omission under this chapter shall be subject to judicial review.” Early on, the Department of Justice (DOJ) broadly hinted that the language of Section 805 “precluding
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judicial review is unusually sweeping” so that it would presumably prevent judicial scrutiny and sanction of an agency’s failure to report a covered rule. DOJ has succeeded with its preclusion argument in all but one of numerous federal appellate and district court rulings, which rested essentially on the plain meaning rule. None of the opinions of those courts have come to grips with the seemingly unequivocal evidence of the contrary statements by the House and Senate sponsors of the CRA or the fact that such a reading of the act could render it ineffectual. In fact, it appears that the legislative history of the act was never briefed as an issue in these cases.

Commentators have suggested that the preclusive judicial reading of Section 805 renders the statute ineffectual and encourages agency non-reporting of covered rules. A study by CRS indicates that in fact for a lengthy period a significant number of covered, published rules have not been reported. It appears that Congress would be warranted in considering legislation that would clarify its original intention respecting judicial enforcement.

4. The Uncertainty of Which Rules Are Covered by the CRA

The CRA’s drafters arguably adopted the broadest possible definition of the term “rule” when they incorporated Section 551(4) of the APA. As indicated previously, the legislative history of Section 551(4) and the case law interpreting it make clear that it was meant to encompass all substantive rulemaking documents, which may include policy statements, guidelines, manuals, circulars, memoranda, bulletins and the like and which as a legal or practical matter an agency wishes to make binding on the affected public.

The legislative history of the CRA emphasizes that by adopting the definition of “rule” found at Section 551(4) the review process would not be limited only to rules required to comply with the notice and comment provisions of Section 553 of the APA, or any other statutorily required variations of notice and comment procedures, but would rather encompass a wider spectrum of agency activities characterized by their effect on the regulated public. “The committee’s intent in these subsections is . . . to include matters that substantially affect the rights or obligations of outside parties. The essential focus of this inquiry is not on the type of rule but on its effect on the rights and obligations of non-agency parties.”

The legislation’s drafters were aware of agency practice of avoiding the notification and public participation requirements of APA notice-and-comment rulemaking by issuing other documents as a means of binding the public, either legally or practically. They noted that it was the intent of the legislation to subject just such documents to congressional scrutiny: “The committees are concerned that some agencies have attempted to circumvent notice-and-comment requirements by trying to give legal effect to general statements of policy, ‘guidelines,’ and agency policy and procedure manuals. The committees admonish the agencies that the APA’s broad definition of ‘rule’ was adopted by the authors of this legislation to encompass all substantive rulemaking documents, which may include policy statements, guidelines, manuals, circulars, memoranda, bulletins and the like and which as a legal or practical matter an agency wishes to make binding on the affected public.

The legislative history of the CRA emphasizes that by adopting the definition of “rule” found at Section 551(4) the review process would not be limited only to rules required to comply with the notice and comment provisions of Section 553 of the APA, or any other statutorily required variations of notice and comment procedures, but would rather encompass a wider spectrum of agency activities characterized by their effect on the regulated public. “The committee’s intent in these subsections is . . . to include matters that substantially affect the rights or obligations of outside parties. The essential focus of this inquiry is not on the type of rule but on its effect on the rights and obligations of non-agency parties.”
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It is likely that virtually all of the 70,000 non-major rules thus far reported to the comptroller general have been either notice and comment rules or agency documents required to be published in the Federal Register. It is certain that many (perhaps even thousands) of rules that the CRAs sponsors intended to be subject to review have not been submitted. Identifying an exact number is difficult since such covered documents are rarely published in the Federal Register and thus may only come to the attention of committees or members serendipitously or through interest groups’ complaints.

Nine such agency actions have come to the attention of committee chairmen and members and were referred to the comptroller general to determine whether they were covered rules. Utilizing the “legal and practical” impact standard suggested by CRAs sponsors, the comptroller general determined the actions to be covered rules in six of the nine cases.

5. The Problem of Agency Non-Reporting

In December 2009 CRS issued a study that revealed that GAO had catalogued over 1,000 covered rules that it had not received between 1999 and 2009. Almost none of them were reported to both houses of Congress. During each of those years, GAO monitored the Federal Register for published final substantive rules and compared it with rules it had actually received. A number of the unreported rules were rules deemed significant by OIRA. GAO notified OIRA on at least five occasions during this period about the lapses, provided it with lists of agencies and their unreported rules, and encouraged it to use the information to ensure agency compliance. It was not until November 2009 that OIRA directly contacted agencies advising them to comply. The e-mail went to all agencies and did not directly identify the non-compliant agencies or the unreported rules. Even with that notice, agency response was slight. In 2010 GAO changed its strategy and for the first time directly contacted non-reporting agencies. The effect was dramatic. In the next nine months the number of unreported rules dropped to four.

There is no evidence that non-compliance was deliberate. But clearly some systematic scheme of monitoring and reporting is necessary. GAO took on the task voluntarily in 1998 but never advised anyone in Congress of the emerging situation, except in its annual written testimony before Congress. If the solution is simply making an agency aware of its lapses, someone should be officially given the job of doing so. It certainly should be considered a task for a CORA or another screening body that may be created. And the task would be easier if the threat to the effectiveness of the unreported rule was meaningful.

In that vein, some attention also needs to be given to the difficult problem of identifying in the body of covered rules those agency document issuances that impose, legally or practically, new obligations and duties on the regulated public. Virtually no such documents will be published in the Federal Register. Likely the most effective means of identification will come from the affected public or concerned agency personnel. A confidential tip line could be considered, like those offered by agencies to whistleblowers, in whatever screening body that may be established in the future.

D. Concluding Observations: Establishing a Collaborative Enterprise

In 2006 and 2007, if for no other reason than to maintain a credible congressional presence in the process of delegated administrative lawmaking, suggestions for at least modest legislative remediation of the perceived flaws in the CRA were presented in a number of forums. These included hearings held by the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Law, a CRS symposium, CRS and GAO reports, published recommendations of the House Judiciary
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Committee, and academic writings. Participating witnesses and panelists concurred that the role of Congress as the nation’s dominant policy maker was being threatened by widespread agency evasion of notice and comment rulemaking requirements; the continued pressure for legislative enhancement of the trend toward substantive judicial review of agency rules; and the frequent calls for increased presidential control of agency rulemaking.

In particular, studies characterizing current rulemaking procedures as ossified conclude that rule promulgation has become too time consuming, burdensome, and unpredictable. Academic critics assign blame to each of the branches for the increasingly ineffective implementation of statutory mandates, but often identify the courts as the chief culprits. The judiciary overly intrudes in agency decisionmaking, critics say, through interpretations and applications of the APA’s arbitrary and capricious test. They maintain that courts will find an agency to have violated its duty to engage in reasoned decisionmaking if its statement of basis and purpose contains any gap in data, or other analytical flaw, with respect to any issue. The commentators cite statistical indications that reviewing courts have been holding major rules invalid up to fifty percent of the time. Preliminary findings from a study commissioned by the House Judiciary subcommittee suggest a far less successful challenge rate, but the perception that the courts are an obstacle has encouraged agencies to use alternative vehicles to make and announce far-reaching regulatory decisions. For example, academic critics argue that agencies can use actions such as adjudication of individual disputes or so-called “non-rule” rules, where purportedly non-binding statements of policy are made in guidances, operating manuals, staff instructions, or similar agency public communications.

These proposed solutions are essentially adjurations to the judiciary to modify or abandon its current doctrinal approach. For example, some scholars suggest that courts abolish the duty to engage in reasoned decisionmaking and instead conduct a review of rules to determine whether they violate clear statutory or constitutional constraints, or apply the Chevron deference more consistently and strictly.

Commentators have also argued that fixing the CRA’s structural and interpretive flaws is only part of the problem facing Congress. Another part, they claim, is lack of congressional interest in confronting and dealing with complex and sensitive policy issues that major rulemakings often present. During the CRS-sponsored symposium on “Presidential, Congressional, and Judicial Control of Rulemaking,” one panelist, Professor Jack Beermann, expressed the view that making it easier for Congress to overturn an agency rule may come at a high political cost. He asked “Does Congress want to be in the position where [it is perceived] that everything an agency does is their responsibility since they’ve taken it on and reviewed it under this mechanism? ... Do they want to have that perception?” He concluded that “I think that this may just increase the blaming opportunities for Congress.”
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Some of the commenters raised Congress’s failure to understand and appreciate the nature of the stakes involved and the dangers inherent in failing to act decisively to resolve them. Professor Cynthia Farina has argued that the administrative lawmaking process’s legitimacy is at the heart of the deossification, nondelegation and new presidentialism debates. Her insight that the regulatory process needs to be seen as a “collaborative enterprise” involving appropriate official actors and institutional practices could be a helpful guidepost moving forward.105

***

This chapter has identified structural and interpretive issues affecting use of the CRA. While there have been some instances of the law apparently influencing the implementation of certain rules, the threat of congressional scrutiny and disapproval has not proven to be a significant factor in agency rule development. The consistent use of appropriations limitations to stall rule development or the implementation of final rules, in contrast to the quite limited use of the CRA’s formal disapproval process, is corroborative evidence of the ineffectiveness of the current review scheme. The first instance in which an agency rule was successfully negated was seen as a singular event not soon to be repeated. Indeed, when a new president took office in 2009 and his party had comfortable majorities in both houses, neither Congress nor the president saw a need to use the CRA against the purportedly offensive midnight rules of the outgoing administration. They turned instead to traditional APA processes and administrative practices to effect changes. Although a handful of disapproval resolutions have recently been enacted, they are narrow in scope, of minimal substantive importance, and will likely be seen as exercises in political symbolism. The view that the current CRA scheme provides no better rule review than the regular legislative process appears correct and needs to be addressed in an effective manner.

Presently, both houses of Congress and the White House are controlled by one political party. Although a common deregulatory inclination is evident, the political manner of achieving and maximizing that goal may be a subject of interbranch conflict. The House has long been committed to a REINS Act solution, one that would make all major rules simply proposals that require full legislative approval. The Senate has never taken a formal stance on that scheme. More importantly, enacting the REINS Act would severely diminish the long time accumulated, pervasive presidential control of agency rule making. It is not beyond the realm of reasonable possibility that President Trump will be reluctant to relinquish the measure of control that presidents now enjoy. If that proves true, the Congress needs to seriously consider ameliorative methods within their control, however incremental, that will move toward retrieval of its lost authority over the administrative law making process.

Continuance of the current status quo is politically, and constitutionally, unacceptable. One commenter has opined that if a rulemaking agency perceives that congressional review is only a remote possibility “it will discount the likelihood of congressional intervention because of the uncertainty about where Congress might stand on that rule when it is promulgated years down the road.” Such an attitude is reinforced “so long as [the agency] believes that the president will support its rule.”106 That this observation has substance is reflected in a widely cited study by the former dean of the Harvard Law School and now Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan.107 Kagan suggests that when Congress delegates administrative and lawmaking power specifically to department and agency heads, it is at the same time making a delegation of those authorities to the president, unless the legislative delegation explicitly states otherwise. From this flows, she asserts, the president’s prerogative to supervise, direct and control the discretionary actions of all agency officials. “A Republican Congress proved feckless in rebuffing Clinton’s novel use of directive power—just as an earlier Democratic Congress, no less rhetorically inclined, had proved incapable of thwarting Reagan’s use of a newly strengthened regulatory review process,” Kagan argues.108 She explains that “[t]he reasons for this failure are rooted in the nature of Congress and the lawmaking process. The partisan and constituency interests of individual members of Congress usually prevent them from acting collectively to preserve congressional power—or, what is the same thing, to deny authority to the other branches of government.”109
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With these views in hand the case can be made that there is an urgent need to restore Congress’s political accountability in order to shore up the administrative lawmaking process. An effective congressional rulemaking review process is an essential component of that restoration. Congress has the tools to accomplish that objective, either by a gradual, step-by-step process utilizing its internal rulemaking powers, or at once by a grand legislative accommodation. Either way, the ultimate goal should be the establishment of a “collaborative enterprise” between Congress and the executive. Such a resolution would rest on an understanding that broad delegations of lawmaking authority to agencies are necessary and appropriate, and will continue for the indefinite future. It also would rest on an understanding that agency lawmaking is no less political in nature than congressional lawmaking—even in areas involving sophisticated issues of science and technology—and must draw on the acknowledged strengths and competences of both constitutional actors. Thus, when Congress speaks through legislation, whether by joint resolution of approval or disapproval, it is acting in its representative function and rendering political judgments that are presumptively reflective of the people’s will. It is the defining exercise of democratic power.

The president, in a supervisory and managerial role, is best situated to perform his constitutional duty to ensure that the administrative bureaucracy is faithfully executing congressional directives. Where those directives are vague, it is implicitly the president’s role to supply necessary substance and explanation. To assure that national programs are effectively and efficiently carried out, the president’s encompassing presence in the agencies is welcome and legitimate. The chief executive should assist agencies in determining responsibilities, setting priorities, allocating limited resources, balancing competing policy goals, and resolving conflicting jurisdictions. But the president should not be the ultimate “decider” in our constitutional scheme.

Any reformation of the current rulemaking review scheme must draw upon the lessons learned from the ineffective CRA and the insights supplied by the debates on ossification, non-delegation and the new presidentialism, which hopefully provide a framework for realizing a scheme for a collaborative enterprise. Earlier in this study I have noted that effective congressional oversight sustains and vindicates Congress’s role in our constitutional scheme of separated powers and checks and balances. That scheme envisions and establishes a perpetual struggle for policy control between Congress and the executive. The framers of our Constitution had a basic distrust of government as a result of their colonial, early state, and Articles of Confederation experiences. This distrust motivated the structure of the federal government in the Constitution; that is, separating powers among the three branches to avoid concentrations and abuses and to facilitate “checks and balances” among branches.

In practice, the powers of the two political branches are too incomplete for one to gain total control of the departments and agencies of the executive branch. Legislative oversight is the mechanism that attempts to assure that Congress’s will is carried out. A more complete and accurate picture, then, is not of congressional dominance, or of executive recalcitrance, but of a dynamic process of continuous sparring, confrontation, negotiation, and ultimate accommodation.

In this spirit a collaborative enterprise should be established respecting review of administrative lawmaking. The present scheme of review of the CRA should be revised to (1) review only major rules that would be subject to disapproval by joint resolution; (2) establish an independent CORA that would provide expert regulatory assessments of reported major rules for committee guidance; (3) provide for an expedited consideration procedure for the House of Representatives equivalent to that of the Senate; (4) assure that court review and sanction is available against enforcement of unreported rules; and (5) establish a rule of construction that allows courts to take into account the failure to veto a reviewed major rule. Most of these suggested reforms can be accomplished through the internal rulemaking powers of each house. Adoption of these suggested reforms would streamline the review process, make it more efficient and, most importantly, make it more credible as an effective and fair oversight mechanism. It would also avoid the virtual political impossibility of achieving presidential acquiescence to a REINS Act approval scheme.

110. See Peter L. Strauss, Foreword: Overseer, or ’The Decider’? The President in Administrative Law, 75 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 696 (2007) (“[I]n ordinary administrative law contexts, where Congress has assigned a function to a named agency subject to its oversight and the discipline of judicial review, the President’s role—like that of Congress and the courts—is that of overseer and not decider. These oversight responsibilities, in my judgment, satisfy the undoubted constitutional specification of a unitary chief executive, while avoiding … executive tyranny.”).
For illustrations of some of the oversight powers, tools, principles, and obstacles discussed in this chapter, see the following case study in Part II:
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